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PREFACE

The instructional model for the program on reinforcement strategies incorporates
the conjunctive use of video -taped simulations and a programmed text,

The script for the video-taped segment is programmed to serve three functions:
1) to provide basic information relevant to the application of reinforcement pro-
cedures, 2) to provide models against which parents can evaluate their responses,
and 3) to provide for the application of reinforcement procedures to samples of
childrens' behavior and receive corrective feedback.

Minor differences between this script and the broadcast production orininated as a
consequence of 1) the time limitations for the composite program, and 2) the
natural, spontaneous behavior of the children who participated in it

The broadcast production, Teaching Your Child, was telecast. by KTCA-TV for evalu-
ation purposes in the Minneapolis in December 1972.
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SEGMENT:
INTRODUCTION

CONCEPT:

TIME TIME CHAR,
CUM. SEG. COND./

VISUAL

:44

Living

Room (LR)

White
Mother
18 Mo.

10

20

:04

LEAD TO PROGRAM

Wide shot mother and child happily interacting

Bring in TITLE Card TEACHING YOUR CHILD

Pan card slowly to NEW METHODS FOR CHILQ_DEYELOPMENT

Drop effects ZOOM to medium

Close-up of mother child smiling

05 Match dissolve to still of above MCU

Dissolve to another still of same couple



CONCEPT: LE D TO PROGRAM

NigaiMALLIn=

mother and child happily interacting

.E Card TEACHIW:i YOUR CHILD

rly to NEW METHODS fOR_CHILD DEVELOP ENT_

ZOOM to medium

other child smiling

e to still of above MCU

nother still of same couple

AUDIO

Music up full

(Music under, Booth over

Ti. Teaching Your Child

Pause

New Methods for Child Development

Music up full

Pride music quickly

Music under

Natural sound of happy child

Music under

Natural sound happy



.SEGMENT: L--
INTRODUCTION

CUM. SEG. COND.,
TIME TIME CHAR.

1;04

=1;Winig2i7

CONCEPT: RAM
LEAD TO PROGR

5

5

Dissolve to tight shot mother and child

Mother talking to child child replies

Fadd'' to black quickly

child to laugh



INCEPT: LEAD TO PROGRAM
MAIL kg 41=1112arggatijwaatza

MieMaltMMIKaw=wwwwmmgm, -- 7,

;UAL

2

shot of mother and child

ild child replies

Music under

Natural sound

causes child to laugh Music under

Natural sound

Music up full to establish and fade out



SEGMEl
INVOLVEMENT SEQUENCE

CONCEPT: CONTRAST PUNISHMENT WITH POSITIVE

TI TIME CHAR.

CUM. SEG. COND.
ME VISUAL

LR

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

Up on studio cards

Mother fondling child

Cut to card Happy face of child

Zoom in tight

Cut to live shot -- mother spanking child

Cut to card Child crying (establish and zoom in

ht on face)

Dissolve to card - Mother fondling child

Dissolve to card - Happy face of child

Dissolve to card - Happy face of mother

BOOTH: Parent

Avers i

Music c

Natural

Appropr



CONCEPT: CONTRAST PUNISHMENT WITH POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

VISUAL Q AUDIO

:ards BOOTH: Parents teach their children in many ways

ig child

Happy face of child

lot mother spanking child Aversive music up full

Child crying (establish and zoom in

Td Mother fondling child

rd - Happy face of child

rd - Happy face of mother

Music out

Natural sound

Appropriate happy talk



SEGMENT:

CU_

TIME

INVOLVEMENT SEQUENCE

AEG.
TIME

:04

CONCEPT: CONTRAST PUNISHMENT ITH PO!

LR

Black

Father

18 Mo.

LR

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

2:23

Cut to live shot Mother spanking child

Cut to card - Child crying

Cut to card - Mother unhappy

Dissolve to live shot Father rolling ball to child

Dissolve to card Happy face of child

Dissolve to card -Mother looking at child's picture

Dissolve to card - Happy face of child

Dissolve to card Mother holding child close

Dissolve to card Happy face of child

Dissolve to card - Mother playing ith baby

Dissolve to card Happy face of baby



:ONCEPT:-

'ISUAL

CONTRAST PUNISHMENT WITH POSITIVE REINFORCEMFNT

Mother spanking child

crying

r unhappy

Aversive music up full

Music out

- Father rolling ball to child Natural sound: Father and child playing

happily

Iappy face of child

lother looking at child's picture

lappy face of child

lother holding child close

lappy face of child

lother playing with baby Natural sound: Mother making sounds with

lappy face of baby baby



SEGMENT: INVOLVEMENT SEQUENCE Lr,ONTRAST PUNISH ENT WITH PO ITIVE FCONZEPT:

TIME TIME CHAR.
CUM. SEG. COND.

VISUAL

:03

Black

Father

18 Mo.

Dissolve to card - Father walking toddler

03 Dissolve to card - Happy face of toddler

.4
LR

lack

Mother

18 Mo.

Cut to card - Father shouting at child

:03 Cut to card - Sad face of child

03 Cut to card Mother spanking child

03 Cut card - Child crying (mouth wide)

:03

:03 Cut to card Child wincing

2:81 03

Cut to card - Mother hitting child's face

Cut to black

N- ur

Avers

Music



,NCEPT: CONTRAST PUNISHMENT WITH PO:;ITIVE REINFORCE ENT

Cher walking toddler

ppy face of toddler

shouting at child

e of child

spanking child

rying (mouth wide)

hitting child's face

iacing

AUDIO

Natural sound: Path-r talking with toddler

Aversive music up full

Music out

5



sEGMENT: SE 0E CE CONCEPT: PARENTS ARE TEACHERS - CHILDREN AT

CUM. SEG. OND./
TIME TIME CHAR,

zaggzeirmi.-. =cm.rw trianmmm=mm

White

Father

3 Yr.

1 :07

LR

White

other
7 Mo.

VISUAL

_1M

Fade up on wide shot of father playing with child,

building blocks establish shot and move in slowly.

(Child happy)

Cut to studio card of father with questioning look

Cut to card of father with attentive look

BOOTH: The

your

on h

hurt

lear

Jike

shove

puni

FATHE!.: But

BOOTH: Of c

your

him

him



CONCEPT:

9MeliMMUMEUSUCEET-

VISUAL

PARENTS ARE TEACHERS - CHILDREN AT ALL AGES ARE LEARNING

AUDIO

e shot of father playing with child, BOOTH: The way you teach your child has an effect on

s establish shot and move in slowly. your child now. It' will also h7.ye an effect

on how he learns later. If children are

hurt, they will not learn as well. Children

learn best when parents show them.that they

like them and what they do. This program will

show you how to teach your child without

punishing him.

card of father with questioning look EATHE, But I'm not a teacher!

father with attentive look BOOTH: Of course you are... You are always teaching

your child new things. Each time you talk to

him or play a game with him you are teaching

him something.

6



SEGMENT: ErTIVF5 SE utNCE

E CUM. SEG. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR.

:04

7

4

4:06

LR

White

Mother
2 Yr.

I

com:EPT: .m.ARENTS ARE TEACHERS CH ILLJR__

VISUAL
.=IziMUJOIOTWEW

Cut to card of mother with questioning look MOTHER:

Dissolve to MCU of mother, infant in lap child

pushing on mother's fingers - mother russles child BOOTH:

hair

h

Cut to studio card of mother questioning look MOTHER: _

Dissolve to

MCU of child on floor drawing a picture

Several pictures around him

Mother looking on approvingly establish and move

in slow to CU of Mother and child

BOOTH:

by

ea

a



PARENTS ARE TEACHERS CHILDRA AT ALL AGES ARE LEARNING
CC)1\ICEPT: m=3.7

VISUAL AUDIO

of mother with questioning look MOTHER: But my boy's only a few months Old, what can

he learn?

MCU of mother, infant in lap - child Natural sound in background

mother's fingers mother russles child's BOOTH: Even the smallest babies are learning new

things. Your child learns from just being in

your arms, grabbing your fingers, or

hearing your voice.

io card of mother questioning look MOTHER: But won't he learn when he gets in school?

J on floor drawing a picture

Lures around him

ing on approvingly establish and move

;LJ of Mother and child

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Yes, he'll learn when he gets to school.

But you can help him get ready for school

by teaching him at home. The more a child

can do when he goes to school the better he

will do in school. If you read to him, he will

want to read, you play games with him, he

7



SEGMENT: -k

CUM. SEG.
TIME TIME

COND.
CHAR,

CONCEPT:

VISUAL

PARENTS ARE TEACHERS CHILDRE-

Cut to ECU of child's beaming ace



CONCEPT. BARENTS ARE TEACHERS CHILDREN AT ALL AGE ARE LEARNING

hild's beaming face

will want to play school games. If he draws

on paper and you tell him how good it is, he

will want to draw and write.

Natural sound

MOTHER: That's a good picture.

Mix in happy replies (giggle, etc.)

8



SEGMENT: OBSERVING BEHAVIOR

CUM. SE G. COND.
TIME TIME CHAR.

4:38

:04

:03

2

0

White

Mother

18 Mo.

CONCEPT:

VISUAL

BE PECIFIC WHEN DESCRIBING

Dissolve to MCU of child playing with blocks on floor

Dissolve to card of child walking

Dissolve to card of child building with blocks

Dissolve back to MCU of child on floor stacking

blocks (5 high)

Child looks at stack

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER QUESTION 1

(Allow 10 seconds)

DROP SUPER

MCU of child

BOOTH:

BOOTH

BOOTH:



,CONCEPT; BE SPECIFIC WHEN DESCRIBING BEHAVIOR

9

ISUAL

child playing with blocks on floor BOOTH:. We can tell that children are learning by

child walking

child building with blocks

U of child on floor stacking

watching the changes in the things they do.

They learn to walk.

They learn to play with blocks.

BOOTH: Be able to say exactly what your child does.

Let's watch a child at play. When you see

k the words, "Answer question one" on the screen

ESTION l

write your answer on a piece of paper and see

if you agree with the answer that follows.

Nhat would you say this child is doing?

(Allow 10 seconds)

BOOTH: He is stacking blocks. You could add even

more to your description by saying how many

blocks he stacked.®



SEGME
OBSERVING BEHAVIOR

EIVAGIDOW4L-V2312==="31EXP=MMIUM CONCEPT: BE SPECIFIC WHEN DESCRIBIN3 REF
=a: -alammi==

Dissolve to MCU of child drawing on paper

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card_ANSWER QUESTION 2

(Allow 12 seconds)

Same shot

DROP SUPER

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER QUESTION

(Allow 10 seconds)

DROP SUPER

Same shot Parent enters and praises child

BOOTH:

BOOTH:

BOOTH:



MUM

CONCEPT:
BE SPECIFIC WHEN DESCRIBiV; 2EHAVIOR

tatrri

VISUAL

ICU of child drawing on paper

PROMPT

IER [QUESTION

mds)

PROMPT

ER QUESTION

ands)

BOOTH: What would you say this child is doing?

(Allow 12 seconds

Pause. (Until super is dropped)

BOOTH: If you wrote "the child is drawing a picture"

you are well on your way to being able to

describe what your child does. It also

helps if you know how many times your child

does something. The child we were watching

on the screen drew several pictures. If you

are going to say what he did, how many pic-

tures would you say he drew?

(Allow 10 seconds)

(Pause) Natural sound under

BOOTH: The child completed one picture. You might

arent enters and praises child have looked at the other pieces of paper and



""'MAIMOINIUMMIUMISJIMGEW

OBSERVING BEHAVIOR
SEGMENT:

...;..,.--.ILL-7-7=-, IL '.7..=EL=1 ..-...==a1=0EigiZPOPITM:Mitarmullowdmrftwizmi

CUM, SEG. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR.

-1341=1 ZMSMl=2....M2MA&IESINAZIMItu

CONCEPT:
BE SPECIFIC WHEN DESCRIBINI

wagt.

VISUAL
MI=EMISIN=1:=1171,1=ini

Mother admires pictures and attaches to wall

Fade black



)NCEPT:
BE SPECIFIC WHEN DESCRIEIV, BEHAVIOR

SUAL

nd attaches to wall

AUDIO

found that he drew three pictures. He would

probably draw more pictures or draw pictures

more often if his mother or father showed him

that they liked them. Parents can do this

by putting the child's pictures on the wall,

by telling him he did a nice job, or by just

showing him that they are excited about his

pictures.



POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
SEGMENT:

CIUM. SEG. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR.

.limsailexgaLmAigaiaimirx.awzozom

CONCEPT:

=IsLWEN

Kitchen(K)

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

:05

:10

07

5 :36 :12

BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT IS FU
Noir.

VISUAL

Up on wide shot of child stacking cans

other enters

-rIWW=MM=mm1MMWOmmim

BOOTH:

N

MOTHER: 1

Mother sits by child (smiling); stacks cans with him BOOTH: C

T

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER -UESTION 4

Allow 6 seconds

DROP SUPER

Pull back to wide shot 001; Y



CONCEPT:

VISUAL

e shot of child stacking ca's

tern

BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT I S ITLLOWED By AN EVENT THAT THE CHILD ENJOYS
mwww.---...mmowomn

AUDIO

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Children do things more often if something

nice happens immediately of

Natural sound up N11

OTHER: That's very good.

er hey do it

is by child (smiling); stacks cans with him BOOTH: Children learn a lot from stacking objects.

JER PROMPT

OIS.WER QUESTION 4

:coeds

wide shot

They learn sizes, colors, and shapes, *Will

this child stack objects more often because

what his mother did?

(Allow 6 seconds)

BOOM. Ye- this child will continue to stack the

12



POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

CUM. SE G, COND.
TIME TIME CHAR,

BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT IS FOLLCCONCEPT: 7MALMULIND _42f4=0:

-=111:112111

_other gets up walks away, child continues to stack

Move in to MCU

:02 Fade black

Living

Room

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

6:08 0 i Op on MCU mother child

Mother holds child close and smiles BOOTH:

Sweet talk, child's sounds

LR

Black

Mother

7 Mo.



,CEMENT
CONCEPT:

BEHAVIOR INCREASES iF IT IS FOLLOWED BY AN EVENT THAT THE CHILD ENJOYS

AUDIO

=SQ112L.12z--:

-EmMMEMMEMMaiummia=ilzam.:

her gets up, walks away, child continues to stack - objects because his mother did something he

e in to MCU liked after he stacked them. She sat by him,

smiled, and told him she liked what he did.

e black

pri MCU mother child

ler holds child close and smiles

St talk, child's sounds

6

F

Natural sound under

BOOTH: You can tell your child what you like by the

things you do or say to him when he does them.°

There are many ways you can tell your child

you like something he does. A child knows he

is doing something you like when you hold him

close after he has done it Your smile also

tells your child you like what he is doing,



SEGMENT:

===

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

CUM,, O

TIME TIME CHAR.

SEG CN./D

CONCEPT:
BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT IS FC

VISUAL

_ JffAXECIZEIM

15

LR

Black

Father

3 Yr.

Cut to wide shot

Baby in crib or couch mother stands over BOOTF

Child reaches for her

Mother coos and laughs

0 Cut to wide Father with older child drawing picture

Kitchen

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

Father points to features of picture - talks to child BOOTH

Cut to wide

Mother and child in kitchen child with pans

Establish and move in to MCU

Child bangs pans and talks

FATH

BOOTH



C ONCEPT:

VISUAL

BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT IS FOLLOWED BY AN EVENT THAT THE CHILD ENJOYS

:2223220=1111=CMILIEGZEMEL

:ouch mother stands over

her

aughs

her with older child drawing picture

features of picture - talks to child

in kitchen child with pans

e in to MCU

and talks

Natural sound under

BOOTH: You even let your baby know what you like when

you laugh with him or make the same sounds

he makes.

Natural sound up full

Natural sound under

BOOTH: With older children you can tell them that

you like what they are doing.

Natural sound up full

FATER: Hey, that's a great job.

Natural sound up full 7 seconds

Natural sound under

BOOTH: You can help your children learn to talk by

repeating the sounds they make. Is the

14



SEGMENT:
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

CUM, SEG. COND.
TIME v TIME CHAR.

BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT IS 1-0,1
CONCEPT:

5 Mother does not respond (Mother ignores child)

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWERHIMTION1.

Allow 6 seconds

:17 DROP SUPER

Child continues to play

Makes no sounds

SUPER RULE

7:25 GOOD THINGS HAPPEN HE'LL DO IT MORE.:

Fade to black

BOOTH:



BEHAVIOR INCREASES IF IT IS COJOWED BY AN EVENT THAT THE CHILD ENJOYS
CONCEPT:

BEHAVIOR

MIKA.=

VISUAL AUDIO

)t respond (Mother ignores child) mother in this picture teaching her child to

"ROMPT talk by doing something he likes after he make

R QUESTION 2 new sounds?

(Allow 6 seconds)

s to play

HAPPEN HE'LL DO IT MORE

Natural sound up full

BOOTH: No, but she could help her child learn

talk by listening to what he says and by

repeating the sounds he makes. Children

like to hear their parents repeat their sounds

She should also look right at her child when

she talks t.1 him.

Natural sound up full.

Audio cut

15



SEGMENT: IDENTIFYING REINFORCERS

CUM. SEG. COND,
TIME TIME CHAR.

Living

Room

REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTED 1Y WATC

THEY DO SOMETHING, BY NoTicm FOW

CONCEPT: THINGS THEY SAY THEYyKE__
w:

White

Mother

3 Yr,

7:5 Up on wide shot of child with many toys around her

playing with a truck (establish and zoom to MCU)

-E=s1=ECZ=

Child gets up and walks by mother CHILD: C.

Mother gives child cookie



REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTED 1Y WATCHING THE WAY CHILDREN ACT, BY NOT HOW OFTEN
16

THEY DO SOMETHING, BY NOTICING VOW OFTEN THEY ASK FOR SOMETHING, BY NOTING THE

NCEPT: THINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE

UAL

gild with many toys around her

(establish and zoom to MCU)

mother

AUDIO
.12111EINNIMEIEROZIEBACEMI

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Your child is very special and will like

things other children do not like. Your child

tells you what he likes in his own special

way.

If children like to do something, they do i

often.

If children like something, they ask for it.

Natural sound up full

CHILD: Can I have a cookie?

Natural sound under

BOOTH: If children like to do something, they will

okie be happy or excited when they do it.



IDENTIFYING REI FORCERS
SEGMENT:

I! CUM. SE G. COND.
TIME TIME CHAR.

REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTED BY WAT

THEY DO SOMETHING, BY NOTICING HON

THINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE
CONCEPT:

01=1= :=ALUMEM MXCEIM1=011__ 'ZINIMAMMWMftwo

.50 :20

VISUAL

Child responds excitedly as they walk off.

Fade black

Up from black

Mother and child return from walk

ther puts arms around child - holds her close.

Cut to child rolling ball (wide)

raiiiNtIMUMENSi

=i1Maraa.

CHILD;

MOTHER:

BOOTH:

CHILD: L

BOOTH:

Ii



REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTED BY WATCHING THE WAY CHILDREN ACT, BY NOTING HOW OFTEN 17

THEY. DO SOMETHING, BY NOTICING HOW OFTEN THEY ASK FOR SOMETHING, BY NOTING THE

THINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE
CONCEPT:

VISUAL

Natural sound full

CHILD: Mommy, can we go for a walk?

MOTHER: O.K. (pause) Get your coat.

(citedly as they walk off. Fade audio

return from walk

around child - holds her close:

ing ball (wide)

Natural sound full (establish)

Natural sound under

BOOTH: If children like something, they may -tell

you they like it.

CHILD: Did you see the squirrel, Mommy? (laughing)

Wasn't he funny?

BOOTH: You can find out what your child likes by

watching whet he does the most, by watching

how he acts when you do things with him,

and by listening to what he says.



IDENTIFYING REINFORCERS
SEGMENT.

rir

REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTED BY WATCH

THEY DO SOMETHING, By NOTICING HOW 0

CONCEPT: THINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE

UM. EG. CO D.1
TIME TIME CHAR.

S

VISUAL
-M39ZIMEIBE=9

.10

:15

10

9:40 '15

Move in -CU child rolling ball

Mother rolls ball with child

Child picks up back and walks to mother, mother

holds close, stands up

';eMm/liaairsetim

. wX1ENINIMNimatia

We-

ek

Nai

Nal

(sm

Wil

MOTHER: 0.K

Widen out Mother takes book, goes to couch, child Nat

crawls on mother's lap, mother reads -- child CHILD: HAP

happily responding Nat

SUPER ANSWERS PROMPT BOOTH: *Wh

Card ANWER_QUESTION 6 (Al

(Allow 15 seconds) BOOTH: Thi-

DROP SUPER

SUPER ANSWER



REINFORCER S CAN BE SELECTED BY WATCHING THE WAY CHILDREN ACT, BY NOTING HOW OFTEN

THEY DO SOMETHING, BY NOTICING HOW OFTEN THEY ASK FOR SOMETHING BY NOTING THE

) NC EPT:
THINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE

UA L
ORE

rolling ball

th child

and walks to mother, mother

ekes book, goes to couch, child

ap, mother reads -- child

HON 6

Watch for four other things that this child

enjoys,

Natural sound full

Natural sound full

(smell talk)

CHILD: Will you read me a book?

MOTHER: O.K. Is this the one you want?

Natural sound under

CHILD: HAPPY STATEMENT ABOUT BOOK

Natural sound under (Mother reading)

BOOTH: *What are four things this child enjoys doing'

(Allow 15 seconds)

00TH: This child likes to play with the ball, she



SEGMENT: .IDENTIFYING
REINFORCERS

CUM. E.
TIME TIME

_zwaomi.

COND./
CHAR.

CONCEPT:

REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTE BY

THEY DO SOMETHING, BY NOTICING

THINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE

Super SHE LIKES TO

-PLAY BALL

-HAVE MOTHER HOLD HER

-HEAR NICE THINGS

-HAVE MOTHER READ TO HER



REINFORCERS CAN BE SELECTED BY WATCHING THE WAY CHILDREN ACT, BY NOTING HOW OFTEN

THEY DO SOMETHING, BY NOTICING HOW OFTEN THEY ASK FOR SOMETHING, BY NOTING THE

I

T HINGS THEY SAY THEY LIKE--

UAL

HOLD HER

IINGS

READ TO HER

AUDIO

likes to have her mother hold her, she likes

to have her mother say nice things about her,

and she likes to read with her mother. Know-

ing what her child likes this mother could

begin teaching many new things. When her

child does something new, she could do some-

thing the child enjoys.



SEGME
ARRANGING A CONTRACT

TIME

COND.
IME CHAR.

LR

Black

Mother

3 Yr.

"MOZMIZIMCD=

CONCEPT:
TELL THE CHILD WHAT YOU ANE

WM AZ1 EZZLINCI=Carrammamegrancrorma====. Mit,..=Sum=1

VISUAL
-"WBC" 1721/sziAitiM~Am

Cut to child (wide) playing with toys

(Toys all around) Child continues to play with toys

until mother enters

Mother enters and approaches child

Nat

Nat

BOOTH: 'VOL

he

say

pic

don

not

kno

ask

he

wit

tea

THER: (NA.

thi



TELL THE CHILD WHAT YOU CAN' AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN IT'S DONE
INCEPT;

;UAL

playing with toys

gild continues to play with toys

roaches child

AUDIO
TASIMMtalimarINEKINIMIMMEINIFINZEMIK=91

Natural sound full 5 seconds

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Your child should know what will happen after

he does what you ask him to do. You might

say to your child, "When you get your toys

picked up, we'll go for a walk." When it Is

done, always do what you said you would. Do

not ask for too much. Be sure your child

knows what you want, After he does what you'v

asked, make sure that he gets to do something

he likes. It helps if you start the activity

with him.

*Let's watch this mother and see if she is

teaching her child.

sound full

MOTHER: (NAME OF CHILD) It's time to put your

things away.



SEGME ARRANGING A CONTRACT
CONCEPT: TELL THE CHILD WHAT YOU WAN

.other helps the chilx1 put a few objects in the-box

other leaves

:20 Child picks up toys

Mother enters and praises child for effort - holds MOTHER:

N.

CHILD: I

MOTHER: 0

Child watches TV - LOOKS HAPPY

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card_ANSWEMUESTIONJ_

BOOTH: *I)

Allow 6 seconds) BOOTH: Ye

DROP SUPER to-

1F:00 :20 Child playing with toys - mother in - appears to thu

instruct child - child picking up toys. en,



CONCEPT:

VISUAL

TELL THE CHILD WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN IT'S DONE

-=2=6WIrZINCEMBIEW2=23.11RIM

Alild put a few objects in the box

AUDIO
MMUManniZazainsagsgmairtAll

21

Natural sound

_HILO: I want to watch TV.

MOTHER: (Firmly) Put your toys away, then you can

watch TV.

praises child for effort - holds MOTHER: You did a good job, (NAME OF CHILD). Now

you can watch TV.

LOOKS HAPPY BOOTH: *Did this mother teach her child?

(Allow 6 seconds

ESTION 7

toys - mother in appears to

gild picking up toys.

BOOTH: Yes, this mother did not ask her child to do

too much. After the child picked up the toys

the mother let the child d© something she

enjoyed. The mother also held her close



ARRANGING A CONTRACT
St:GMENT:

,,..._ -.......,,.....
CUM. SE G. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR,

CO CEPT.
TEL THE CH I LD WHAT YOU WANT



CONCEPT:
f

TELL THE CHILD WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN IT'S DONE

22

VISUAL

and told her what a nice job she had done.

ire the fu6.1re, the child is more likely to

pick up her toys without being asked.



SEGMENT. AVERSIVE CONTROL

CUM. SEG.

TIME TIME

CONCEPT: ga, DON'T HIT DON'T HURT 2E COOL -
womazuza.

-37ammma _-==MaMMMMWAUMMUO

11:

0

:07

White

Mother

3 Yr.

Cut in to wide shot of child running throwing pans Natura

booth

BOOTH: Child _

We all

angry v

childrc

member,

they IT

things.

are h r

Mother enters shouting Natural

IChild continues MOTHER: Stop th

Mother hits child on face and looks angry

Mother threatens child

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

CHILD: (Cries

BOOTH: Is this



CONCEPT:
DON'T HIT DON'T HURT - 2E COOL BE FAIR

.71======willaraii=alaa

VISUAL AUDIO

e shot of child running throwing pans

shouting

illd on face and looks angry

ens child

DROMPT

Natural sound to establish - then under for

booth

BOOTH: Children do not learn well when they are hurt.

We all get angry sometimes. Children get

angry with parents and parents get angry with

children. We should try to keep cool. Re-

member, children learn best when something

they like happens right after they do new

things. They do not learn as well when they

are hurt.

Natural sound full

MOTHER: Stop that

CHILD:. (Cries and shouts) You witch.

BOOTH: Is this mother helping her child?



EG
AVERSIVE CONTROLSMENT:

TIME TIME CHAR.

11:47

ON EPT : DON'T HIT - DON'T HURT B,C=

VISUAL

(Alll ©w 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

.10 Dissolve to still of child cryins;



CONCEPT:

VISUAL

DON'T HIT - DON'T HURT BE COOL RE FAIR

SWER JOJESTON. 8

:ends)

still of child crying

(Allow 6 seconds)

Natural sound full

BOOTH: No, children may not want to learn when they

are crying. This child may want to stay away

from her mother. Children learn best

when they are happy and their parents are

happy with them.

24



PUNISHMENT VERSUS REINFORCEMENT
SEGMENT: _ CONCEPT:

CUM. 11 SEG.

TIME TIME

12 :3

5

MENXIMIZZLEZNIMMIT

CONTRAST POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

Child with pans and ball

Hold above through first sentence. BOOTH:

Dissolve to shot of child banging pans - mother

enters and talks to child -- child continues

banging. Mom removes one pan -- child puts

ball in remaining pan.

Dissolve to child banging floor with wooden hammer

:0 Mother enters -- Gives child a pegboard

Child hits box - peg board MOTHER:

SUPER RULE

DON'T HIT, DON'T HURT



:EMENT
CONCEPT: CONTRAST POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT AND PUNISHMENT

i pans and ball

ihove through first sentence.

ve to shot of child banging pans mother

and talks to child -- child continues

Mom removes one pan child puts

n remaining pan.

o child banging floor with wooden hammer

ors -- Gives child a pegboard

box - peg board

DON'T HURT

Natural sound under

BOOTH: How could she have handled this be ter? Firs

the mother could have calmly told the child

that she didn't want her to bang the pans.

If she continued to hit them, the mother

could remove the pans and return them at

another time. If her mother removed the pans

every time she hit them, the child would soon

learn that her mother did not like what she

was doing

BOOTH: Let's watch the same mother using a differen'

approach. Do you think this child will leer,

what the mother likes?

MOTHER: That's fine, hit the pegs with your hammer.

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Yes, the child did as the mother asked and



PUNISHMENT VERSUS REINFORCEMENT
ET

CONTRAST POSITIVE REINFOr10EMENT AND
ffiS EGi ENT: Lr ;

CUM. SEG. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR, VISUAL

Pictures

13:12

Fade black

Cut to studio cards:

Mother angry shouting

Child wincing

hild crying

other spanking child

Child trying to hit mother

Child kicking mother

Child throwing vase (at cam

Mother spanking child

Child crying

Child's face (s

Mother's face (sad)

Mother angry - shouting at child

"=42311,92.11:EilaCOMIZTtzg

=1:SIMMOZPRE:13111=221:12121=

then

and S

happi

(Sour)

soulBOOTH: When

well:

seem

note

Even

are h

of ton

to fi

at yo

thing

tog



T :
CONTRAST POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT AND PUNISHMENT

0 NC Ep

ISUAL

:ing

d

mother

(at camera

d

inq at child

26

AUDIO

then the mother said something nice to her

and smiled. This child is learning to.live

happily in her family.

(Sound effeci

sounds up)

BOOTH: When your child is hurt, he doesn't learn very

well. He may stop trying to learn. Ha may

seem "good," but he doesn't do much. He may

not want to be around someone who hurts him.

Even adults don't like to do things when they

are hurt. Adults may fight back. Children

often do the same thing, Your child may try

to fight back by hitting you or by shouting

at you He may try to hurt you by breaking

things or by hitting his brother or sister

to get even.

untie aversive rhythmic



PUNISHMENT VERSUS REINFORCEMENT
CONCEPT:SEGMENT. =ma CONCEPT:

j CUM. SE G. COND
TIME TIME CHAR.

CONTRAST POSITIVE REINF)PCarEN1
=an

VISUAL

Child shouting at mother

Mother hitting child on face

Child wincing

Child crying

Child's face -ad - long duration)

Mother's face (sad long duration)

Fade black slowly

S



CONCEPT:
CONTRAST POSITIVE REINFrCEPENT AND PUNISHMENT

VISUAL AUDIO

at mother

child on face

ad - long duration)

sad long duration)

ly

IENOMIIIIMMUM49===Wirik1=Z_

You may have to spank him over and over again

since he may keep doing things you don't like.

Soon you will be hitting him all the time.

Your child won't be happy; you won't be happy.

Sound out

27



ALTERNATIVES
SEGMENT:

CUM. SEG. COND
ti TIME TIME CHAR,

13:57 45

Living

Room

White

Mother

3 Yr.

18 Mo;

CONCEPT:
CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT DON

Quickly cut to MCU of two childro-, playing

Children start fighting

Mother enters

Children stop for a moment and then start fighting

e7:gain

Mother takes one child to chair, clearly away from

oys or play area, other child to different room

Fly

BOOTH: The

you

Na

MOTHER: (NA

you

MOTHER: (NAM

CHIL

In



NICEPT:
CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LIKE IN MANY WAYS

two children playing

ng

anent and then start fighting

d to chair, clearly away from

her child to different room

AUDIO

Five seconds to establish

BOOTH: There are many ways you can show your child

you don't like something he does without,

hurting him. Let's watch this mother handle

a problem in three different ways.

Natural sound up full=

MOTHER: (NAMES OF CHILDREN) If you keep fight in

you will have to sit on the chairs away from

each other.

OTHER: (NAME OF CHILD) You sit here, and (NAME OF

CHILD), you sit in the kitchen.

In a few minutes you can play again. But,

28



SEGMENT: ALTERNATIVES

CUM. SEG. COND./
r TIME k TIME CHAR.

14:50 :25

CONCEPT. CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T L

VISUAL
IZAMMEIMAV

Children sitting in rooms BOCHt Did

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

C- d ANSWER QUESTION 9

(Allow 6 seconds) BOOTH: Yes,

DROP SUPER them

Mother takes children back to play area. Children didn

play together, mother leaves ren 4

SUPER RULE thin

TIME_AWAY FROM SOMETHING GOOD thouc

Fade black time

U. on wide shot children fighting, establish, Natur

Mother enters shouting

anyt



NCEPT:

UAL

29

CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LIKE IN MANY WAYS

WIZOCUIZIONIRICEM=1:1211ZIM

'00MS

ION 9

back to play area. Children

leaves

ING GOOD

ren fighting, establish

3

AUDIO
-mss MECISZEMSMICCIAMIMICIAT=Miel=a

if you fight, you'll have to sit on the

chairs.

B 111! Did she handle the problem well?

(Allow 6 seconds)

BOOTH: Yes, she did not hurt the children, she took

them away from something they liked, and she

didn't take them away for a long time. Child-

ren can learn from being taken away from game-

thing they like for a few minutes. Remember,

though, a little.time away seems like a long

time to children:

Natural sound under

MOTHER; Dammit, (NAME OF CHILD), can't you ever do

anything right? You're so dumb.



SEGMENT: ALTERNATIVES

CUM. SEG. OND./
TIME TIME CHAR. VISUAL

NCEPT:
CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LCO

15:30 .40

other continues shakes -ild (Bring in answer super', BOOTH: 4ic

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT (Al'

Card ANSWER QUESTION 10

(Allow 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

SUPER RULE

DON'T HIT DON'T HURT

Nato

Children start fighting again (establish, then mother MOTHER: (NAt-1

enters) Don'

Approaches children breaks it up gently; points

out paper-pen on floor

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER UESTION 11

(Allow 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

Children playing ith true

filth

a wa

BOOTH: *Did

(All.



CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LIKE IN MANY WAYS
NC EPT:

ISUAL

-.1=aramatter..-.1

AUDIO

shakes child (Bring in answer super BOOTH: *Did this mother handle the problem well?

STION 10

U RT

(Allow 6 seconds)

BOOTH: No, children are hurt when their parents shout

at them, and no one, including a child, likes

be called names like "dummy" or "stupid."

Natural sound under

ting again (establish, then mother MOTHER: (NAME OF CHILDREN) (Firm voice; not shout)

Don't fight in the house play with your

breaks it up gently; points trucks or draw together.

nor

3TION 11

th trucks

If you don't

fight while you're playing, we'll all go for

a walk when I finish ironing.

BOOTH: *Did this mother handle the problem well?

(Allow 6 seconds)

30,



SEGMENT: ALTERNATIVES
CONCEPT:

TIME TIME CHAR.

CUM. SE G. COND./

Kitchen

White

Mother

7 Mo.

CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE Dor

SUPER RULE

_FIND SOMETHING ELSE TO DO

DROP SUPER

BOOTH: Ye.5

fOL

the

the

th

Dissolve to MCU child at table banging and throwing' Est

food BOOTH: Sup

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT him

Card ANSWER QUESTION 12 thr

(Allow 6 seconds) (A1

DROP SUPER Nat:

Soul

BOOTH: Yes

out

foot



pNCEPT:
7

ISUAL
MaaffiXamil:VMsgiblijimpfiglamwr-

TO DO

CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LIKE IN MANY WAYS

child at table banging and throwing

FION 12

AUDIO

BOOTH: Yes, she did not hurt the children= She

found something that they could do to keep

them fro" fighting. She told them that if

they played well together, they could do some-

thing they enjoyed.'

Establish natural sound

BOOTH: Suppose this is your child. *Could you teach

him not to throw food by telling him not to

throw i t and then removing him from the tabl

(Allow 6 seconds)

Naturel.sound full

Sound under

BOOTH: Yes, you could remove him from the table wit

out hurting him. You could also remove the

food, or if he were older, you could tell



SEGMENT:
ALTERNATIVES

====.9,==-=...

CUM, 5 EG. CO NIID=I
TIME TIME CHAR.

CONCEPT:
CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'

VII
:=MaZZI1= =1=111KESIZIIN6=MILW, __MARKIENM

Pictures

Dissolve to studio card

HAPPY CHILD'S FACE

Child building blocks

HAPPY CHILD'S FACE

Child drawing pictures

HAPPY CHILD'S FACE

Child putting toy away

HAPPY CHILD'S FACE

Pareht reading with child

HAPPY CHILD'S FACE

Mother-baby holding fingers

BOOTH:

Ii

a

h

d

Yl

E.

cF

Yc

Yc

Inc

tfr

Yc



i_ONCEPT:

'UAL 1 AUDI

32

CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LIKE IN MANY WAY

him that he has to get down. If you did one

of these things, he would soon learn not to

throw things at the table. Remember though

this would only work if the child wanted to

eat. If a child doesn't want to do something

he may be happy to get away from it and will

do more things you don't like.

card DOOTH: Let's review what we've talked about so far:

res

way

child

fingers

Your child will learn new things each day.

Even babies are learning. You can make your

child happy while you teach him.

You know how to find what your child likes.

You know that children learn to do things

more often if something nice happens after

they do them.

You know that if you hurt or hit your child



SEGMENT:
ALTERNATIVES CH I LDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE D0f

CONCEPT:



CONCEPT:
CHILDREN CAN LEARN WHAT WE DON'T LIKE IN MANY WAYS

3

he may n ©t learn as well.

Music up.



SEGMENT: USE OF PUNISHMENT
zia=

17:05

Outdoor

Street

Black

Father

3 Yr.

SOMETIMES YOU MUST HURT TO STU
CONCEPT

_IfIWZ.-7ZSXMI7M2ZINfrire-W

VISUAL

ZIEW=LIMIE

=sociag_miazio

Child playing by street BOOTH:

Child runs out into street without looking BOOTH:

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER Quarall_



SOMETIMES YOU MUST HURT TO STC? A CHILD FROM HURTING HIMSELF OR OTHERS
PT: :OZCELFIF

without looking

AUDIO
mum,.

BOOTH: If a child is going to hurt himself or others

you may have to stop what he is doing

For example, you don't let your child touch

a fire. If he keeps reaching for it, you' may

have to swat his hand. He learns that

reaching for fire hurts. You keep him .from

hurting ihmself,

BOOTH: *If this were your child running out into the

street, would you swat her on the rear?

(Allow 6 seconds)



SEGMENT:
USE OF PUNISHMENT SOMETI MES YOU MUST HURT TO Si(

CONCEPT:

CUM. SEG.

TIME TIME VISUAL

(Allow 6 seconds)

Parent getting child, swats on rear talking

child

DROP SUPER

(LATER)

RUAL.11=7: MLICHE.XIOL

BOOTH:

Child playing on sidewalk -- away from &treat BOOTH:

Child playing on sideway: - parent saying

FATHER:



JCEPT:
SOMETIMES YOU MUST HURT TO Sr

35

A CHILD FROM HURTING HIMSELF OR OTHERS

IAL 1 AUDIO

swats on rear talking to

!Mk away from street

=1;1117A-.41a,- =111.111WICICIZIENZA=ME=MI

BOOTH: Yes, you may want to swat the child right then.

She would be hurt much worse if she were hit

by a car. She must learn fast that running

out in the street without looking may hurt

her. Don't swat her so hard that she won't

understand how a car could possibly hurt her

worse.

BOOTH: After swatting her, you should tell her

not to run into the street. Watch her, if

she doesn't go into the street, you should

tell her you like the way she plays on the

sidewalk. Look for good things your child

does and tell her you like them.

alh parent saying Natural sauna full

FATHER: You are playing where you should be (NAME OF

CHILD); that's real good.



SEGMENT:
POSITIVE BEHAVIOR

CONCEPT:
WATCH FOR SOMETHING GOOD 'IN) TELL

CUM. SEG.

TIME TIME
12.0===f,'MPRMO=

17:5 45

COND./
CHAR.

Living

Room

Black

Father

Mother

18 Mo.

Yr.

VISUAL

'1111XXICKIWII=E16,==

Dissolve to MCU child drawing on paper on the

floor (establish and tighten) -- two children in

scene

Enter father

Other child (boy) playing with bloc

Father approaches child

Child responds smiling

Enter mother - approaches first child (girl) MOTHER: That'

sits by her, and looks at the book with her. Then CHILD: Three

mother says

BOOTH: Chilc

we li

our

will

helpi

Natur

FATHER: That'

FATHER: Can I



CONCEPT:
WATCH FOR SOMETHING GOOD TELL THE CHILD 9

VISUAL
WM2°

hild drawing on paper on the

and tighten) -- two children in

playing with blocks

child

ding

approaches first child (girl),

looks at the book with her. Then

AUDIO
jaWilltIMUMM1Cseman=gp

BOOTH: Children, even babies, do many things that

we like. If we watch for these things and let

our children know we like what they do, they

will do them more often. These parents are

helping their children learn.

Natural sound up full

FATHER: That's a great picture, (NAME OF CHILD).

FATHER: Can I build something with you?

MOTHER: That's a lot of birds. How many are there?

CHILD: Three,



SEGMENT! POSITIVE BEHAVIOR

CUM. SEG. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR.

'.:=12MMLI,Eu'IT=m351mr,-

18:2

CONCEPT; WATCH FOR SOMETHING GOOD AN

VISUAL

Mother responds to child holding close and smiling

to child with blocks

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER QUESTION 14

Allow 6 seconds)

Child plOing with blocks

DROP SUPER

Parent in - sits down with child = begins to build BOOTH:

with him

MCU - child smiling



CONCEPT:

11=1"MU29=1,--

VISUAL

WATCH FOR SOMETHING GOOD AND TELL TH. CHILD

37

1=am, mugum=IMEN=IN

to child holding close and smiling

locks

)MPT BOOTH: * f this were your child, could you help

TESTION_14,

ith blocks

him learn to stack blocks by telling him

you liked what he did.

(Allow 6 seconds)

down with child begins to build BOOTH: Yes, if you tell your child you like what he

did, or if you do something the child likes

ling after he stacks blocks, he will stack them

more often. Children do things that we like

many times, but we don't notice. Learn to

look for things your children do that you

want them to do more often. Then, let your

children: know you like what they are doing.

Don't pay attention to small things you don't



POSITIVE BEHAVIOR
SEGMENT:

CUM, SEG. COND.
TIME 1 TIME CHAR. VISUAL= .= ==lfiltTi=i-iliMiaagani=r1=211===in -'=ILEIAG,XM210=1

1

CONCEPT:
WATCH FOR SOMETHING GOOD AND

Ulm======,AMIZZ.M=.211:2====MQZ1.12=1=

1

Fade to b 1 ack

ii

rn



NC EPT:
WATCH FOR SOMETHING GOOD AND TELL TfE CHILD

33

like. If you ignore little things yoi.'r child

may stop doing them. If you nag him, h may

actually do them more often.



IDENTIFYING A TASK
S EGMENT:

SEG CONE) /_

TIME CHAR,

LR

White

Mother

18 Mo.

LR

White

Mother

7 Mo.

ICI

CONICEPT. START WITH SOMETHING THE CHILD

VISUAL

7:7=2211==7.1, "*- "MtrT17.221.13reilt=ar.r.

m0=========mmaamv m=a=mmu

Dissolve to studio card picture of child and mother BOOTH: All

helping put on sock this

Dissolve to card by

Child putting on shoes - mother helps

Dissolve to card

Child putting on pants

Dissolve to card

Child looking at boo,,

Dissolve to card

Child stacking blocks

get

We

heli

lea

You

The

it V

Net

Dissolve to mother and baby - baby plays with mother' BOOTH:

fingers wal

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT



CONCEPT: START WITH SOMETHING THE CHILD CAN DO
4 = =========.4.,.===.2amn

VISUAL
.=..M.,211MMIEZIMELII=LiTZOOdciT2222:113=

AUDIO
AZZI=ELICIMIZWOMM1===3 .

io card picture of child and mother BOOTH: All parents want to teach their children new

ock things. We want them to learn to do things

by themselves things like picking up toys,

shoes mother helps getting dressed, or pouring their own milk.

pants

book

locks

We also want them to learn things that will

help them when they go to school. Children

learn faster if we start with something easy.

You should find something your child can do.

Then help him to do it better. When ne can do

it well, you should start on something new.

Natural sound under

!r and baby - baby plays with mother' BOOTH: *Should this mother teach her child how to

1PT

walk?

(Allow 6 seconds)



SEGMENT
IDENTIFYING A TASK

:

CUM. SE G. ND./
TIME TIME CHAR.

19:50

=LIVKILVIZA

1:15

CONCEPT

VISUAL

Card ANSWERANEMQN_15,

(Allow seconds)

DROP SUPER

START WITH SOMETHING THE CHILD CAi

Mother holds rattle out and interacts - child making

ounds

.NWMTMCIgsIZIMMI.M-

=1=m5WiloNzamiliazacm

Natur

BOOTH: No, 01

mothel

sound

(AUDI

She

reach

front

Mother 14ghino with child If the

make n

sh cc

somet.

laughl



CONCEPT:

VISUAL
NITMIZAC

Li Q

START WITH SOMETHING THE CHILD CAN O0

I

LJESTION 15

:le out and interacts - child making

ith child

AUDIO

Natural sound under

BOOTH: No, this child is too young to walk, but this

mother could teach her child to make more

sounds by repeating the sounds he makes.

(AUDIO OF MOTHER-CHILD VERSAL INTERACTION)

She could also start to teach her child to

reach for objects by holding an object in

front of him and letting him reach for it.

If the mother were teaching her child to

make more sounds or to reach for- 'an object,'

she could h 1pdlim to learn better by doing

something he likes such as tickling or

laughing when he did one of these thin_



IDENTIFYING A TASK
SEGMENT: CONCEPT:

START WITH SOMETHING THE CHILD CAN

CUM. ri SEG. k COND.
TIME ) TIME CHM.

LR

White

Father

7 mo.

VISUAL
%rmizmwaszasususaintusumm

Pan to child playing on floor with ball and rattle

Father enters

0730 :40 Puts ball down out of reach

Child gets ball - father hugs him

Fade black

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER QUESTION l'

(MIN 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

Natural.

BOOTH: Let's

somethi-

Natural

FATHER: Get th.

Big bo

BOOTH: *Did tb

ready

Yes,

ready t

things

hand,

saying

Remem



'CONCEPT:
START WITH SOMETHING THE CHILD CAN DO

.

T

VISUAL
1101511:211

ng on floor with ball and rattle

of reach

father hugs him

JESTION 16

AUDIO

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Let's watch this father to see if he finds

something the child is ready to do.

Natural sound full

FATHER: Get the ball.

Big boy! Big boy!

BOOTH: Did the father find something Cle child was

ready to do?

(Allow 6 seconds)

Yes, this father found something the child was

ready to do. He could have done many differen

things like having him reach for a toy in his

hand, or covering the ball with a blanket and

saying, "Where's the ball?"

Remember, .begin teaching your child somethin-

km ;e. -.



SEG
ENT: P6i( SIZE

CUM. SEG.

,1 TIME TIME CHAR. VISUAL

CONCEPT: LOCATE THE FIRST STEP DON'T AS
,,-fktEur-

ER

White

Mother

18 Mo.

P=II=LIE=11=VMEIZIMITa=--

Up on child standing in diaper - clothes on bed

child attempting to dress himself

Mother enters - points to child

Es to

BOOTH. Aiwa

to 1

to w

not

pict

do r

firs

ask

shoo

next

not

all,

Natu.

MOTHER: (loo

and

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT



CEPT:
OCATETHE FIRST STEIL: DON 'T ASK FUR TOO MUCH

-.&:-..tr r

n===m4KMVILIDEM

ISUAL

g in diapers clothes on bed -

dress himself

nts to child

Establish

TH. Always start with the 'irst thing a child has

to learn to do. You would not ask your child

to walk before he can stand. You would also

not ask your child to tell you what was in a

picture until he can talk. We all like to

do things well. S o does your child. The

first time you ask for something you should

as for , little bit. When he does it, you

should let him do something he likes. The

next time, ask for a little bit more. I' 'ill

not be long before he will be able to

all.

Natural sound up full

MOTHER: (loudly) You can dress yourself, hurry

and get your clothes on



SEG ENT: SIZE

CUM, SEG. CO \ID

TIME TIME CHAR.

CC)NZEPT: LOCATE THE FIRST STEP DON'T A!

VISUAL
:=1:======,Tzsg-zjsztzrz.-

Card ,ANSWER OUESTION__

(Allow 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

11111=IMEME=

BOOTH:
. *Wi

Al

Nat

BOOTH: No

did

tha

wh I

par

22:00 1:30 SUPER ANSWER PROMPT If

Card ANSWER QUESTION 18 lear

(Allow 6 seconds) so

DROP SUPER
t i

Mother enters (All

BOOTH: No,

pieC

such



ONCEPT: LOCATE THE FIRST STEP DON'T ASK FOR TOO MUCH
.-44=T7Z1114=r4417=411:11

43

BOOTH: *Will this child learn to dress himself?

(Allow 6 seconds)

Natural sound under

BOOTH: No, probably not for a long time. This mother

did not start with the first step, something

that he could do. She asked him to do the

whole thing before he learned to do the first

If this were your child, would you help: him

learn to dress himself by giving him his

socks, his shirt, and his pants at the same

time?

(Allow 6 secon

BOOTH: No, but you could t'hu.'. him how to put on one

piece of clothing and do something he likes

such as hug him, laugh with him, or tickle him



SEGMENT:
TASK SIZE

CONCEPT:

e "
SEG. COND./CUM.

TIME TIME CHAR, VISUAL

LOCATE THE FIRST STEP - DON'T ASK

f

=taw z=lomarriz

Mohr putting sock on child's foot up to heel --

laughing with him, talking to him.

Mother says,

Mother removes sock, puts on up to heel.

Child pulls sock up

when

child

Natu

MOTHER: Come o

socks.

MOTHER: You .pu

MOTHER,: That's



LOCATE THE FIRST STEP DON'T ASK FOR TOO MUCHNC EP 1:

mffimmimmuz--

UA L

.,==WILIMUITMWMMI=

011 child's foot up to heel

:alking to him.'

puts on up to heel

AlJD!O
- 71

when he does it. Everything you teach your

child should start in this way.

Natural sound up full

MOTHER: Come on, (NAME Of CHILD), Let's put on your

socks,

MOTHER: You pull it up.

MOTHER: That's it. Now let's put on the other-one.

44



TASK SEOUENCESEGMENT: giwr-

r Z12
CUM, SEG. COND/

VISUAL
t'

COCE HELP THE CHILD AT FIRSTNPT: L

TIME

23:4

Kitchen

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

Dissolve to MCU

Child sitting in highchair holding a cup

Child drops a full cup of milk on the table

1:40
Mother demonstrating that the sup is empty

giving it to child guiding child's hand to mouth

mother pours a little bit -f milk into the cup and

guides child's hand to mouth
- Mother pours a little



HELP THE CHILD AT FIRST WHEN [I.. CAN DO IT, LET HIM DO IT ALONE
CONCEPT: tr. "r.l.

114-47a114'4121.=.1=1.C.Z.11=CI

VI -UAL

highchair holding a cup

1 cup of milk on the table

AUDIO

7 7 _.;°%A.F -1 tF=47F

°MiTgaZEral== =MEM=

Natural sound under

BOOTH: The mother we just watched showed her child

how to put on a sock. If you want your child

to do something new, you have to show him how.

You may have to help him at first. A baby

doesn't learn new things by simply being told

how to do them. He has to be shown how; he

has to practice, and sometimes you have to

help.

Natural sound under

BOOTH: We probably wouldn't give a child a full cup

ng that the CLO is empty of milk the first time we try to teach him

d guiding child's hand to mouth how to use a cup. This mother has made a

ttle bit of milk into the cup and mistake. Let's see what she dons next and

nd to mouth - Mother pours a little decide if she does it better.



SEGMENT:
TASK SEQUENCE

CUM. SEG. COND.
TIME TIME CHAR,

CONCEPT: HELP THE CHILD AT FIRST - WH'
enff0=====01=SMMiammv===azgoal

bit more milk into the cup 'ay*

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWER QUESTION 19

(Allow 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

Child drinking from cup alone happy BOOTH:



CO \ICEPT:

VISUAL

HELP THE CHILD AT FIRST - WHEN HE CAN DO IT,

MUIERMIZZEIMUM7MIL

lical4=MIZMITIV
T HIM DO IT ALONE

AUDIO
IMAWINEERIMI=a

Natural sound full

into the cup saying, MOTHER: Now, you take a drink.

Child takes drink

MOTHER: That's it

OMPT BOOTH: *Did this mother teach her child in a good

QUESTION 19 way?

Is) (Allow 6 seconds)

from cup alone happy GOTH: Yes, this mother started with the first

step, helping the child get the cup to his

mouth. She then helped him by putting a cup

with milk in it to his mouth. By raising

the cup to [lib mouth the child got something

he liked milk. He'll soon learn to do it

by himself. It was very important for his

learning that his mother talked to him while

he was doing it. Notice that she let him



TASK SEQUENCESEGMENT'

CUM,

TIME

SEG.

TIME
EMS= AaMMOW

COND.

CHAR.

Living

Room

Black

Mother

3 Yr,

CONCEPT: HELP THE CHILD AT FIRST WHEN HEszm:a,,,,znac.....au.raw_Amammumm=

"MWM-mOlguwaig

ViSLAL

Cut to child MCU scribbling on piece of paper

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT.

Card ANSWER QUESTION 20

(Allow 10 seconds)

DROP SUPER

24:i0' 1:00 Mother enters, saying to child

Mother draws several vertical lines on the child's

1414111MIMENIMOILIErMali

knew

1

happ

i

Netur

BOOTH: '::Supp

teach

show!

make

(Allo

Natur

MOTHER: Let's



W=EPT: HELP THE CHILD AT FIRST WHEN HE CAN DO , LET HIM DO IT ALONEwzgmiu=szagmus

umErz

;UAL

47

know she liked what he was doing,

happy and

she was

she took one step at a time.

ibbling on piece of paper Natural sound under

BOOTH: *Suppose this is your child and you want to

teach her how to draw# Would you begin by

showing her how to draw a house or how to

make lines?

(Allow 10 seconds)

TION 20

g to child Natural sound up Full

MOTHER. Let's make some lines like this.

vertical lines on Ahe



SEGMENT:
TASK SEQUENCE

CUM, SE G, COND./
TIME TIME CHAR,

24:55 :5

CONCEPT: ..,igtg.110

paper (up and down), Child begins to draw line

alone, Mother says,

small

you

leer

BOOTH: Rune

thin

too

DON'T ASK FOR TOO MUCH

rule

he c



118

CONCEPT: ..1241 2.1a.gT

VISUAL AUDIO

wn). Child begins to draw line

ays, MOTHER: That' it; I like that.

BOOTH: If you, like this mother, started with one

small thing that your child could do,

you showed him how to do it first, and

if, when he did it, yc u showed him you liked

it, you would be helping your child

learn something new

BOOTH: Remember, you want to teach your child to do

3 MUCH things on his own. You may be helping him

too much if you keep doing something for him

after he can do it by himself. A good

rule to help your child with each step until

he can do it. Then go on to the next step.



f
SEGMENT:

STEP SIZE
CONCEPT:

TAKF ONE STEP AT A TIME

HE LIKES WHEN HE DOES I

Living

Room

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

Child sitting with mother - mother reading from book

Mother putting book down saying to child,

Mother attends to child

Esta

Natu

OATH: Don'

chip

chIlc

tead

the i

then

BOOTH: This

parts

Natur

MOTHER: Where

nose

to ch

(moth



CONCEPT:

TAKF ONE STEP AT A TIME ALWAYS GIVE THE CHILD SOMETHING
HE LIICS WHEN HE DOES IT

rvilzvess=ramzwiarrama------

VISUAL AUDIO

Establish

with mother - mother reading from book Natural sound under

book down saying to child,

to child

BOOTH: Non 't go too fast when you're teaching your

child something new. Take your time. Your

child learns in steps. If you're rying to

teach him new things, you should start with

the first step one little thing and

then add more steps slowly.

BOOTH: This mother is trying to teach her child the

parts of his body. Let's see how she does it.

Natural sound full

MOTHER: Where is your nose? Do you know where you

nose is? This is your nose (mother pointing

to child's nose). These are your ey.s

(mother pointing to child's e These



SEGMENT.
STEP SIZE

SEG. COND./
TIME CHAR.

TAKE ONE STEP AT A TIM

CONCEPT;
HE LIKES WHEN HE DOESvircumwalmmmr=c

VISUAL

UPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card ANSWERALSIlail_

(Allow 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

SUPER ANSWER PROMPT

Card.
(allow 6 seconds)

DROP SUPER

[IT
are

Thes.

chilc

BOOTH: Is

best

(Alit

BOOTH: No

parts

BOOTH: *Supp

him b

his b

(All()

BOOTH: Yes,

first

he fi

soon



CONCEPT:

TAKE ONE STEP AT A TIME ALWAYS GIVE THE CHILD SOMETHING
HE LIKES WHEN HE DOES IT

VISUAL
taromourwinitimoulamoimangasowr= 1ffii=1 121EIVINAMMIREM

are your ears (mother pulling child's ear

These are your fingers (mother holding

child's hand). Now, where is your nose?

lOMPT BOOTH: this mother teaching her child in the

best way?

is) (Allow 6 seconds)

BOOTH: No, the child cannot learn all of his body

parts at the same time,

BOOTH: Suppose this is your child. Could you teach

him better by showing him only one part of

his body at time and asking him about it?

(Allow 6 e,:onds)

BOOTH! Yes, if you start by teaching him one part

first and then let him know you like it when

he finds that part correctly, your child will

soon know the parts of his body, Let's watch



SEGMENT:
STEP SIZE

rT OND./

TIME TIME

IUM,

CHAR.

CONCEPT:

TAKE ONE STEP AT A

HE LIKES WHEN HE D

Mother with child pointing to her nose saying,

Mother with child pointing to his nose saying

Mother taking child's hand putting it up to his nose

saying, (wiggling child's nose mother and child

laughing)

Mother with child saying,

Child touching his nose = mother wiggling child's

nose saying,

Fade black

h

N

MOTHER: T

MOTHER: I

MOTHER: WI

MOTHER: -FE

Ni

BOOTH: Sc

eE

wi

Cr

th

he

dr



CONCEPT:

TAKE ONE STEP AT A TIME ALWAYS GIVE THE CHILD SOMETHING 51

HE LIKES WHEN HE DOES IT

VISUAL AUDIO

Id pointing to her nose saying

Id pointing to his nose saying,

lild's hand putting it up to his nose

child's nose mother and child

d saying

pis nose - mother wiggling child's

.how this mother does it.

Natural sound full

MOTHER: This is mommy's nose.

This i (NAME OF CHILD) nose,

MOTHER: This is your nose.

_THER: Where is your nose?

MOTHER: That's right.

Natural sound under

BOOTH: Something the child enjoys should happen

each time he does something new. Your child

will learn many new things and will do many

things you want him to do, When he does

these things you should let him do something

he likes or show him you like what he

did,



SEGMENT: wramlnam....,,,,,EAzcoulamm CONCEPT:

CUM, E.
TIME TIME

S

--=LVMEM

=VZIXI=XI

REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

VISUAL

Pictures

28 :15 00

-n studio card

Picture of child eating cookie DC

BRING IN SUPER

FIND SOMETHING HE LIKES BC

Flop card to child playing with truck

Flop card to child being hugged by mother.

CHANGE SUPER

LET HIM DO SOMETHING

Flop card to child eating cookie

Flop card to child playing with truck

Flop card to mother hugging child.

Flop card to mother hitting child

BRING IN SUPER

DON'T HIT, DON'T HURT

Flop card to child face-scr2aming

BO

BO



CONCEPT:
REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

VISUAL

.d

eating cookie

E LIKES_

ld playing with truck

Id being hugged by mother.

ULULUZ
Id eating cookie

ld playing with truck

ler hugging chlld .

ler hitting child

HURT

Id face-screaming

AUDIO

52

(Music under)

BOOTH: Let's review what you have learned in this

program.

(Music under)

BOOTH: if you want to teach your child, You should

find something he likes.

Music still under

BOOTH: Then, after he does what you want him to do,

show him you are happy and let him do some-

thing he enjoys. He will do what you want

more olten.

BOOTH: Don't hit or hurt your child, because if you

do, he may not learn at all.



SEGMENT:

TIME TIME

CUM. SEG.

CONCEPT: REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

Flop card to child-face desolate

Flop card to child getting sock out of drawer

BRING IN SUPER

FIND BUM THING HE CAN DQ

Dissolve to card

Child putting on his sock

BRING IN SUPER

1.STARTSMALI-___

Dissolve to card

Mother helping to put on sock

BRING IN SUPER

HELP HIM AT FIRST - THEN LET HIM DO IT ALONE

Flop card to child doing it alone

SUPER OUT

=1;11MISMIZM

BOTH:

BOOTH:

BOOTH:

BOOTH:



CONCEPT: REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

VISUAL

d-face desolate

53

etting sock out of drawer BOOTH: When you are teaching your child something new

you should start with something he can do.

Then, when he does it let h m know you likeCANA.

his sock

put on sock

THEN LET HIM D IT ALONE

I doing it alone

BOOTH: Ask him to do one small thing.

BOOTH: Help him at first.

BOOTH: Then let him do It alone



SEGMENT: miimmawwwftui...E.4........,

CUM. E.
TIME TIME

COND.

CHAR,

CONCEPT: REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

_ ZgWIANIM

Flop card to mother helping put on pants

07 BRING IN SUPER

TAKE ONE STEP AT A TIME_,

DROP SUPER

Flop card to mother hugging ch Id

BRING IN SUPER

LET HIM KNOW WHAT YOU LIKE

Flop card to mother smiling with child BOOTH: F

Flop card to child playing with ball

:12 Flop card to child eating cookie

Fade black

BOOTH: T

Cut to picture of happy face upper left 1/4

screen

Add picture - mother with happy face - upper right

1/4.

28 :56 Add picture - child smiling looking at book on

b.

h

BOOTH: Yc

he



CONCEPT:

VISUAL
12=MISMIIIIMESUISMil

REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

=0=

AUDIO

Cher helping put on pants BOOTH: Take one step at a time. When he can do

r A. TIME

:her hugging child

J YOU LIKE

her smiling with child

id playing with ball

Id eating cookie

f happy face - upper left 1/4

r with happy face = upper Tight

lid smiling looking at book on

well, teach him sowthing new.

Music under

BOOTH: Finally, let your child know that you like

what he does by telling him you like it,

by showing him you like it, or by letting

him do something he enjoys.

Music under

BOOTH: Your child will be happy;

happy;

u will be

your child will learn,



SEGMENT:

CUM. SEG, COND.
TIME TIME CHAR.

30:00 1:

A

CONCEPT;
REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

VISUAL

floor alone - 1/2 screen

Change picture - parents and two children happily

interacting

Bottom

SUPER CREDIT

Roll credit

Fade black



:!:)N EN:

55

REVIEW TOTAL PROGRAM

icreen

=naUISINUa
AUDIO

'rents and two children happily Music up full

Music out



SEG ENT:
CREDITS

CUM. SEG,

TIME TIME

COND.

CHAR,

CONCEPT:

VISUAL
.12FLZBANDIVIENEMINZEMaildtraket%

TEACHING YOUR CHILD

Writer-Producer

LANNY E. MORREAU
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LARRY MORRISETTE
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Type Size

1 - Large

2 - Medium

3 7 Small

stitute

Df

lfare

do not

)sition

Insti-

!rred.

official

1

I

KTCA-TV 3

2



SEGMENT:
PRE-TEST

TIME

SEG. COND.
IME TIME CHAR.

:=ElIZZMED

CONCEPT:
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE

Living

Room

Black

Mother

3 Yr. Child playing with toys spread around floor

Bring in TITLE SUPER--WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE (I

DROP SUPER



:EPT:
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE (I)

.-

masangnew-- 6123EINICIL

s spread around floor -

-=P2WmAtisior
AUDIO

WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE ) BOOTH: Parents teach their children in different

ways, There is no right or wrong way. Let'

watch several parehts teaching their children

and see if we think they are doing it well.

If they are not, we should be able to

how they could do it better.

-Y

BOOTH: Write your opinion of what this parent does

under numbec on the pink sheet in the front

of your text.

Natural sound up



SEGMENT:
TEST

.==mmmar

a;A. SEG. COND./
TIME TIME CHAR.
7mmmEmr_17.7 zamaomm

LR

Whi"
Mother

3 Yr,

aN' ICE PT:
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE (I

W2=====1

Mother enters and says

Mother spanks child, saying when finished

Child crying

Cut to black

Child drawing pictures on the floor -

Mother sitting on sofa - reading - establish

MOTHER: Pic

CHILD: Nu,

MOTHER: Now

NatL

BOOTH: Writ

unde

Natu



EPT:

VISUAL

:ers and says

WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE (I)

nks child, saying when finished

nc

ing pictures on the floor -

Ling on sofa reading - establish.

:IWZIZA7=61021k=

,....."

AUDIO
amsztuzzommximr========,

MOTHER: Pick up your toys.

CHILD: No

MOTHER: Now pick up those toys.

BOOTH: Did she teach her child in the best way?

(i) Circle YES or NO.

(Allot,' 5 seconds)

BOOTH: If you answered "no," write a better way

for her to teach her child. Write your

answer in the spaces under number

(Allow 1 minute)

Natural sound

BOOTH: Write your opinion of what this parent does

under number 2 on the pink sheet.

Natural sound up

58



PRE-TEST
SEGMENT: CONCEPT:

WHAT WOULD you HAVE DONE (I)

Mother looks down at child and says

Mother looks at child's work, sits by child,

begins to draw, saying MOTHER: Th

sh

Child sits - locking on

Cut to black

(Al



hiCEPT.
WHAT WOULD YOU NAVE DONE I

1AL

child and says MOTHER: What are you doing?

es work, sits by child,

on

CHILD: I m drawing our house.

MOTHER: That doesn't look like a house. Let me

show you how to drew it.

BOOTH: Did she teach her child in the best way?

Circle YES or NO.

(Allow 5 seconds)

BOOTH; If you answered "no," write a better way for

her to teach her child. Write your answer

in the spaces under number 2.

(Allow 1 minute)



SEGMENT:

.......-.=......7
CUM. SEG. I COND./
TIME TIME CHAR.
------,---,--

CONCEPT . WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE
. ww====x-._

LR

White

Mother

3 Yr.

18 Mo.

mknuarm zmpommumsamm61

VISUAL
1====mmmumJ00.

Child (3 Yr.) hitting brother (18 - establish Nat

BOOTH: Wri-

undE

Nat

Mother enters, shakes child (3 Yr.) saying MOTHER: Damr

eau

Girl crying

Cut to black
BOOTH: Did

(Al

BOOTH: If y

her

in t

(All



:EPT: WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE

WSMiTie'r

VAUMELlailinar
AUb10

brother (18 Mo. ) - establish Natural sound

child (3 Yr.) saying

BOOTH: Write your opinion of what this parent does

under number 3.

Natural sound up

MOTHER: Dammit, (NAME OF CHILD) u

causing trouble! You act so dumb.

Ys

BOOTH: Did she teach her child in the best way?

Circle YES or NO.

(Allow 5 seconds)

BOOTH: If you answac9c1 "no," write a better way for

her to teach her child. Write your answer

in the spaces urder number 3,

(Allow 1 minute)



SEGMENT:
POST-TEST

CUM, SEG, COND./
ti TIME TIME CHAR.

Living

Room

CONCEPT:
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE

VISUAL

White

Mother

3 Yr.

Child and mother arguing

Bring in TITLE SUPER--WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE

MIWZBEI.Win

BOOTH:

DROP SUPER BOOTH:

Mother places hands on child's shoulders, and shakes

child, saying MOTHER;

Child kicks at mother, saying



CONCEPT:
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE

VISUAL

ler arguing Natural sound

= SUPER--WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE (II) BOOTH: Parerts teach their children in different

hands on child's shoulders, and shakes

mother, saying

ways. There i s no right or wrong way. Let

watch several parents teaching their children

and see if we think they are doing it well.

If they are not, we should be able to say

how they could do it better.

BOOTH: Write your opinion of what this parent does

under number 1 on the green sheet in front of

your text.

Natural sound up

MOTHER: I don't like the way you acted.

;MILD: You witch!



SEGMENT:
POST -TEST

TIMPE TIME

CUM. SE

CONCEPT: -i7YATqP°-Y-C-311 L...=

=MIEGIgeriE1=1112=1:11==1114=Zar==ir

VISUAL

LR

Black

Mother

18 Mo.

Child turns from mother, picks up toy, and

throws it on floor.

Mother spanks child, saying

Child crying

Fade black

Child building with blocks on floor - establish

MOTHER: Don'

BOOTH: .Liid

0
(Allc

BOOTH: If yc

for I-

answc

(Allc

Natur

BOOTH: Write

under



C)- PI CE PT
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE

:

f

62

2

`UAL
.,..11:131=32X211=211-7"

mother, picks up toy, and

r.

Id, saying MOTHER: Don't you ever call me that again.

BOOTH: Did she teach her child in the. best way?

Circle 'ES or NO.

(Allow 5 seconds)

BOOTH: If you answered "no," write a better way

for her to teach her Mild. Write yx,r

answer in the spaces under number 1.

(Allow 1 minute)

blocks on floor establish Natural sound

BOOTH: Write your opinion of what this parent does

under number 2 on the green sheet.



SEGMENT: POST-TEST
CONCEPT: WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE II

CUM. SEG. I CONE).

TIME TIME CHAR.

A

LR

Black

Mother

3 Yr.

VISUAL
-772.====LIZUSMOUTai_

ra=1.11ECAIWIDA

Mother enters and says loudly
I MOTHER:

Child sits looking at mother

Cut to black

Mother ironing

Child throwing ball around room, running - establish

BOOTH:

BOOTH:

BOOTH:



#NCEPT: WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE
MI=7,122=3:112=12111-tat

Natural sound up.

ays loudly MOTHER: This place is a mess! Get your blocks

at mother

around room, running - establish

00TH : Did she teach her child in the best way?

Circle YES or NO.

(hil-ld 5 seconds)

BOOTH: I f you answered
' " write a better way

for her to teach her child. Write your

answer in the spaces under number 2.

(Allow 1 minute)

Natural sound

00TH: Write your oprl on of what this parent does

under number 3.

63



SEGMENT:
POST -TEST

f-t===.

CUM SEG. COND.
TIME TIME CHAR. VISUAL

CONCEPT: WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE

Mother walks toward child and says

--41umama=r4F='

Child picks up a toy, walks over by ironing board,

and sits down

Cut to black BOOTH: Di

NE

MOTHER: 0

Sc

C

(A

BOOTH: I f

he

th.

A



;0.10EPT:

Erc=cusraLriERMI

'ISUAL

WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE DONE (II

miansimattumww2xclismaimmmix-ar-

1rd child and says

--,-.,

toy, walks over by ironing board

=Z2

.4=0K31:4

AUDIO

Natural sound up

MOTHER: (NAME OF CHILD), you're going to break

something. Play quietly over by me until

I finish ironing. Then we'll go for a walk.

BOOTH: Did she teach her child in the best way?

0 Circle YES or NO.

(Allow 5 seconds)

BOOTH: If you answered "no," write a bettv way for

her- to teach her child. Write your answer in

the spaces under number

(Allow 1 minute)

611


